Layered Voices

MAY 1 - AUGUST 18

From archeological digs revealing the history of civilizations, to contemplations on hidden meanings in novels, layers surround us in abstract and material ways. Featuring the work of 23 artists, Layered Voices showcases textiles that illustrate each artist’s interpretation of layers.

RELATED PROGRAMMING

RECEPTION + ARTIST TALK
July 12 at 6 pm // Celebrate the exhibition and hear from visiting artist Betty Busby.

WORKSHOP
July 12 - 14 // Participants will explore new techniques for producing surface design on fabric. Led by visiting artist Betty Busby. Details: museum.okstate.edu/layeredvoices

Image: Betty Busby, Multicellular (detail), silk, polyester knit, non-woven material, and found mixed media, 67 x 50 inches. Courtesy of Studio Art Quilt Associates.